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Abstract
The expressivity of rewriting logic as meta logic has been already convincingly il 
lustrated The goal of this paper is to explore the reective capabilities of ELAN a
language based on the concepts of computational systems and rewriting logic We
dene a universal theory for the class of ELAN programs and the representation
function associated to this universal theory Then we detail the eective trans 
formations to implement and propose the denition of two built in modules that
provide the last step to get the reective capabilities we want for the ELAN system
  Introduction
The expressivity of rewriting logic as a meta logic able to encode various object
logics has been already convincingly illustrated in MesMOMKKVa
Re	ective properties of rewriting logic are studied for instance in CM

in which metalogical axioms for re	ective logics and declarative languages
in general are proposed The two notions of universal theory for a class of
representable theories and of representation function are dened In this ap 
proach the logic of choice is a parameter and the formalism is illustrated by
the specic case of rewriting logic
Our interest on re	ection comes from the development of a declarative
rewriting logic language called ELAN and the goal of this paper is to explore
the re	ective capabilities of ELAN
ELAN is an environment dedicated to prototype experiment and study
the combination of dierent deduction systems for constraint solving theo 
rem proving and logic programming paradigms The language is based on
the concept of computational systems KKVaVitBKK
 

b given by
a signature providing the syntax a set of conditional rewrite rules describ 
ing the deduction mechanism and a strategy to guide application of rewrite
rules Formally this is a rewrite theory in rewriting logic Mes MOM
together with a notion of strategy to select relevant computations Strat 
egy denitions in the currently distributed version of ELAN are based on a
c
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small language combining labels of rewrite rules a concatenation operator an
iterator iterate and two selecting operators dont know choose and dont
care choose corresponding to non deterministic and deterministic choices
of strategies Each ELAN module denes its own signature labelled rewrite
rules and strategies ELAN is implemented in C  
Four practical problems presented below motivate the design of a re	exive
extension of ELAN
Preprocessor  ELAN uses a pre processing phase that allows describing the
logic to be encoded in a 	exible way The pre processor performs textual
replacements and sometimes needs rewriting steps So there are several in 
teractions between the pre processor and the abstract rewriting machine In
a re	ective extension the program written in the pre processor syntax can
be viewed as an ELAN term in an extended syntax and can be transformed
naturally by rewriting using rewrite rules and strategies describing the pre 
processing phase Beyond the fact that this provides a unied semantics
for the pre processor and the interpretor this also makes compilation of the
system easier
Strategy language  In automated deduction it is now a common approach
to use a metalanguage to write strategies and tactics specifying how ob 
ject logic inference rules are composed to build proofs We have developed
in BKK
a a powerful strategy language for ELAN that is re	ective in the
sense that it is dened in rewriting logic In order to implement it as an
extension of the actual system a systematic enrichment of the signatures
new rules and strategies must be added for describing strategy evaluation
In the rst prototype of the strategy language those systematic extensions
are automatically done by ELAN but this necessitated to modify the ELAN
native code A re	ective extension of ELAN would allow prototyping the
abstract strategy interpreter without any modication in the native code
as an extension of the computational systems
Completion  In equational logic and equational programming languages the
Knuth Bendix completion algorithm or its variants provides a way when
it succeeds to transform an equational theory into a terminating and con 
	uent set of rewrite rules with the same deductive power Completion pro 
cedures as many computational processes can be formulated as instances
of a schema that consists of applying rewrite rules on formulas with some
strategy until getting specic normal forms In this sense they can be un 
derstood as computational systems We have described in KM comple 
tion algorithms in ELAN in which rules to be completed are represented by
terms and the mechanism of simplication ie rewriting steps is described
in ELAN In a re	ective extension we could transform terms representing
rules into rewrite rules of the rewriting machine and use them to simplify
the set of rules represented by a set of terms with the ecient ELAN
rewriting mechanism
Memorisation  Another possible use in ELAN of re	ective capability would
be for eciency Let R be a rewrite system t a term and t
 
a normal form

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of t wrt R Let us assume that the normal form t
 
has to be computed
several times a re	ective extension should permit adding the rewrite rule
t   t
 
and would transform R into a more ecient program
In order to deal with program modication or extension we can identify
several problems to solve representing coding programs by terms simulating
their execution translating forth and back from programs to their representa 
tions justifying the equivalence of deduction in both worlds of programs and
their term representations
In Section  we recall and adapt rewriting logic and universal theory to
those rewrite theories which are actually used in ELAN with in particular
conditions and local aectations in rewrite rules In Section  we dene
an ELAN program that implements a universal theory for the class of ELAN
programs and dene the representation function associated to this universal
theory Then in Section  we detail the eective transformations to implement
in order to make the system re	ective We propose the denition of two
built in modules that should be implemented in order to get the re	ective
capabilities we want for the ELAN system Section  mentions some related
work
 General setting
This section brie	y presents the main concepts of general logic Mes and
rewriting logic Mes We slightly generalise the syntax and proof theory of
conditional rewriting logic by introducing rules with local aectations The
notion of universal theory proposed by CM
 is used to formalise metalogical
axioms for re	ective logics and languages
  Rewriting Logic
The denitions below are given in the unsorted case The many sorted and
order sorted cases can be handled in a similar although more technical man 
ner Our denitions are consistent with DJJK to which the reader is
referred for more detailed considerations on universal algebra term rewriting
systems and matching
We consider a set F of ranked function symbols where F
n
is the subset
of functions of arity n a set X of variables and the set of rst order terms
T F  X  built on F and X 
A substitution is an assignment from X to T F  X  written   fy


t

       y
k
 t
k
g It uniquely extends to an endomorphism of T F  X  We
also use the notation fw  xgt to express the simultaneous substitution of
w
i
for x
i
in t Letters            denote substitutions and  denotes their
composition
A T F  X  equality is a pair of terms ft  t
 
g in T F  X  denoted as usual
t  t
 
 For any set of equalities E T F  X E denotes the free quotient
algebra of terms modulo E The equivalence class of a term t modulo E is
denoted hti
E
or just hti For details and general results on calculus modulo

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equational axioms the reader is invited to consult for example JK
 To
simplify notation we denote a sequence of objects a

       a
n
 by a or a
n

Syntax
The syntax needed for dening a logic is provided by a signature which
allows building sentences In rewriting logic a signature consists of a  tuple
  L F   E where L and F are sets of ranked function symbols and E is a
set of T F  X  equalities Sentences built on a given signature are dened as
sequents of the form   hti  ht
 
i where t  t
 
 T F  X  and  is the proof
term representing the proof that allows to derive t
 
from t So in rewriting
logic proofs are rst order objects identied with proof terms In order to
compose proofs we introduce the inx binary operator    on proof terms
In order to record subproofs corresponding to conditions or local aectations
we introduce the operator  f g whose second argument is a list of subproofs
of the rst argument Therefore a proof term is by denition a term built
on equivalence classes of T F  X E function symbols in F  label symbols
in L the composition operator    the subproof operator  f g In other
words the set of proof terms is the term algebra PT  T L  f    f gg 
F T F  X E Lists of proof terms are built from the empty list  
pt
 and
the concatenation operator   
Since we need to be generic we consider Synt a class of pairs   sen
consisting of a signature  together with a mapping sen associating to  the
set of all legal sentences built on this signature
Entailment systems
For a given class of syntax Synt and   sen in Synt a theory T presented
by a set of axioms  is the pair T    where   sen Given a
signature  an entailment system is an abstract description of the provability
relation of a sentence  starting from a given set of sentences also called
axioms  and using logical rules
In rewriting logic in order to build the entailment system the notion of
rewrite theory is introduced and an appropriate deduction system allows to
inductively dene the entailment relation
A labelled rewrite theory is a  tuple R  X  F   E L  R where X is a
given countably innite set of variables L and F are sets of ranked function
symbols E a set of T F  X  equalities and R is a set of rewrite rules denoted
  hui  hu
 
i if hv

i  hv
 

i      hv
j
i  hv
 
j
i
where   fy

 ha

i       y
k
 ha
k
ig
The part if hv

i  hv
 

i      hv
j
i  hv
 
j
i is called the condition of the rule
and where   fy

 ha

i       y
k
 ha
k
ig the local aectation of the rule
A rewrite rule may involve variables in its right hand side that do not occur
in its left hand side provided they are instantiated in the where part To
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indicate that fx

       x
n
g is the set of variables occuring in either u or u
 
 we
write ux

       x
n
  u
 
x

       x
n

A given labelled rewrite theory R entails the sequent   hti  ht
 
i
which is denoted R 	   hti  ht
 
i if   hti  ht
 
i is obtained by some
nite application of the deduction rules in Fig 
Reexivity
t  hti  hti
Congruence

i
 ht
i
i  ht
 
i
i  i      n
f

       
n
  hft

       t
n
i  hft
 

       t
 
n
i
Replacement For each rewrite rule
l huxi  hu
 
x  yi
if hv

x  yi  hv
 

x  yi      hv
j
x  yi  hv
 
j
x  yi
where   fy

 a

x       y
k
 a
k
x  y
k
g
	
i
 hw
i
i  hw
 
i
i  i      n



 ha

fx  wgi  ha
 

fx  wgi





k
 ha
k
fx  y
k
 w  a
k
gi  ha
 
k
fx  y
k
 w  a
k
gi


 hv

fx  y  w  agi  hv
 

fx  y  w  agi




j
 hv
j
fx  y  w  agi  hv
 
j
fx  y  w  agi
	
n
f

k

j
g  hufx  wgi  hu
 
fx  y  w
 
 a
 
gi
Transitivity


 ht

i  ht

i 

 ht

i  ht

i


 

  ht

i  ht

i
Fig  Deduction rules for Rewriting Logic
The Replacement rule looks more complex than its version in Mes
for instance due to the additional introduction of local aectations Its hy 
potheses can be split into three parts the rst one with proof terms 	
i
 for
the deductions in the substitution part the second one with proof terms 

i

for the deductions in the local aectation part and the third one with proof
terms 
i
 for the deductions in the condition part But this is actually just
a syntactical facility that could be handled in the same way as conditions
in Mes Especially the proof term 	
n
f

k

j
g is actually another nota 
tion for a proof term 	
n
  

k
  
j
 in the notation of Mes We prefer the
more structured rst notation that seems more readable to us This corre 

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spondence between the two notations allows us to directly reuse the results
of Mes
An equivalence on proof terms is dened by E and a set E
PT R
of equa 
tional axioms described in Fig  This equivalence relation is important to
relate dierent derivations with the same result but dierent proofs



  

  

 PT 

 

 

  

 

 

Associativity

  hti  ht
 
i   ht
 
i    and hti    Local Identities
For all f  F
n
  n  Nat  


       
n
  
 

       
 
n

f

 
 

       
n
 
 
n
  f

       
n
 f
 

       
 
n
 Independence
For all f  F
n
  n  Nat
fht

i       ht
n
i  hft

       t
n
i Preservation of E

  g  d  R  


 ht

i  ht
 

i       
n
 ht
n
i  ht
 
n
i


       
n
  ht

i       ht
n
i d

       
n
 and


       
n
  g

       
n
 ht
 

i       ht
 
n
i Parallel Move Lemma
Fig  E
PT R
 Equivalence of proof terms
   Universal theory for Rewriting Logic
A re	ective logic is a logic in which important aspects of its metatheory can
be represented at the object level in a consistent way Two metatheoretic
notions that can be re	ected are theories and the entailment relation 	 This
leads to the notion of universal theory relative to a class C of representable
theories proposed by CM

For a given theory T  let proofsT  denote the set of all the proofs of
theorems of the theory T 
Denition  Given an entailment system E and a class of theories C a
theory U is C universal if there is a function called representation function
 	    
TC
fTg  proofsT  senT   senU
such that for each T  C  p  proofsT     senT  T 	 p     U 	
T 	 p  
If in addition U  C then the entailment system E is called C reective
Note that if U is itself representable we have a re	ective tower
T 	 p    U 	 q  T 	 p    U 	 q
 
 U 	 q  T 	 p  
In the appendix of CM
 the authors give an example of a universal
theory U for rewriting logic Then a representation function for U is dened
with an overloaded symbol   described recursively from the representation
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of theories rewrite rules terms etc In what follows we concentrate on the
class C of nitely presentable conditional rewrite theories with local aecta 
tions that are the basis for ELAN The problem is to nd a theory U and a
representation function making U a C universal theory
 Universal Theory and ELAN
The notions of universal theory and representation function introduced in
the previous section can be explained in terms of meta level objects such as
signatures or sets of labelled rewrite rules and strategies and base level objects
that are only terms Using the terminology of KSO we can call meta
transformation the representation function that transforms meta level objects
into base level objects and basetransformation the converse transformation
In order to distinguish syntactically these two levels dierent signatures are
introduced An ELAN program denes in a moduleM its own signature Sig
M
and variables V ar
M
 its set of rules expressed with terms in T Sig
M
  V ar
M

and strategies An ELAN program can be translated into a term in an extended
signature Sig
B
using the representation function Let Mod
B
be an ELAN
module that denes terms T Sig
B
  V ar
B
 built on this signature Sig
B
close
to the ELAN syntax for programs and variables V ar
B

The module Mod
B
implements the universal theory U for rewriting logic
and the considered class of ELAN rewrite theories Mod
B
is actually com 
posed of several modules mainly a module msTerm introducing signatures and
many sorted terms rwrule building rewrite rules with conditions and local
aectations proofterm dening proof terms that record subproofs Instead
of giving extensively the module Mod
B
 we would rather illustrate a part of
it focussing on the representation of many sorted terms rewrite systems and
proof terms Meanwhile we also illustrate below several features of the ELAN
language more detailed in KKVaKKVbBKK
 

b
 Representing manysorted terms
From a list of identiers Types the module type see Fig  builds base sorts
type and a more complex functional type sig Here the quantication FOR
EACH   SUCH THATmeans that identiers are extracted from the list Types and
declared as constant operators of sort type  is the same as in the previous
section
This previous module type combined with two lists of identiers is used
by the module msTerm see Fig  to build operators and variables More
precisely msTerm is parameterised by three lists Types to import type with
the correct parameter Vars a list of pairs of identiers and types to dene
variables with their associated sorts and Ops a list of pairs of identiers and
signatures to dene operators with their domains and codomains
The line F fgN ftermgN term in the module msTerm is
expanded by the ELAN preprocessor into F			  term			term
term according to the arity of F
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module type Types
sort type sig
op global
FOR EACH Xidentier SUCH THAT XlistExtract elemTypes
f X  type g
     list type type sig
dom  sig list type
cod  sig type
endop
			
end of module
Fig 	 Types built from identiers
module msTerm Vars
Ops
Types
import global msTermCommons
op global
FOR EACH Xpair identier
type
SUCH THAT XlistExtractelemVars
f X  variable g
FOR EACH Fpair identier
sig
SUCH THAT FlistExtract elemOps ANDIF arityF
f F  termg
FOR EACH Fpair identier
sig Nint
SUCH THAT FlistExtract elemOps AND N arityF
ANDIF N   
f F f
gN ftermgN term g
endop
			
end of module
Fig 
 Many sorted terms
  Representing rewrite systems and proof terms
Fig  shows how to represent rewrite rules in ELAN types signatures and
many sorted terms are described in msTerm Rewrite systems are represented
as lists of rewrite rules Fig 
 illustrates the construction of proof terms
module rwrule Vars
Ops
Types
Labels
import global msTermCommons
label Labels
sort rwrule rulebody
op global
     term term rulebody
 if   rulebody term rulebody
 where     rulebody variable term rulebody
   end  rulebody rwrule
   end  label rulebody rwrule
endop
			
end of module
Fig  Rewrite rules in ELAN
Based on the signature dened by Mod
B
 the representation function can
be dened for terms rewrite rules and theories and proof terms As in CM

we use an overloaded function symbol   to dene the representation function

for R a set of rewrite rules fr

       r
n
g R  r

	   	r
n

for an empty set R R  nil

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module proofterm Vars
Ops
Types
Rwrules
Labels
import global list proofterm
local msTermCommons
msApplySubstOn term
label Labels
sort proofterm
op
global
  proofterm proofterm proofterm
  label substitution proofterm
    proofterm list proofterm proofterm
endop
Fig  Proof terms

for r a rewrite rule u  u
 
 r  u 
 u
 

for r a rewrite rule u  u
 
if c where  r  u 
 u
 
if c where 

for t a term ft

       t
n
 f  Sig
M
 n   t  ft 			t n
where f			term 			 term term
for t a term c constant t  c where c  term
for t a term x variable t  x where x  variable

for a proof term 
 if  is 

 

   



 if  is    
 if  is 
 
fg   
 

With this translation we can already represent simple programs ie with 
out strategies by terms It remains then to represent the entailment rela 
tion 	 which is the goal of the next Section 
Example  Let us consider the following program and suppose that we
want to transform this meta level object into its representation In the signa 
ture dened byMod
B
 the rewrite system becomes a term of sort listrwrule
Precisely the list
 elemconsel 	
 e end 
 elemconsel 	
 choice where choice 	eleml if non empty listl
end  nil
module list
import element
sort element list
op global
nil  list
cons
   element list  list
endop
rules for element
declare e
choice  element l  list
bodies
  elemconse
l   e end
  elemconse
l   choice
where choiceeleml
if non empty listl
end
end of rules
end of module

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 Simulating rewriting
In order now to encode rewriting in ELAN it is needed to describe all the steps
of matching substituting and replacement in an elementary rewrite step and
how to iterate them Moreover it is actually required to encode conditional
term rewriting with a special kind of local aectation inside the rules intro 
duced by the key word where These local aectations are memorised during
the elementary rewrite step in a substitution
The rewriting mechanism is described with rewrite rules applying on tu 
ples   t    r     where  is a proof term t is the term to be rewritten  a
position in t  is used when no position is specied r a rewrite rule in a set
R of rewrite rules  and  are substitutions Note that sequents appearing
in each rule are decorated with appropriate proof terms
The representation function for sequents is dened as a rewrite step on
a term built with a ternary operator   taking as arguments a rewrite
theory a proof term and a term
T 	   t t
 
 T  t  t  T  t   t
 
We introduce a one step rewrite rule applying on such triple
one step T  t  t  T  t   t
 
where   t
 
  r such that r  R  and
t  t   r  Id  Id t   t
 
   r  Id  Id
This rule chooses a candidate rule r in R performs an elementary step
to rewrite the term t into t
 
and produces the associated proof term  Let
r be the candidate rule to rewrite the term t Its left and right hand sides
are denoted respectively lhsr and rhsr There are four phases in the ele 
mentary rewrite step nd a position  in t and a substitution  such that
lhsr  t
j
 eliminate conditional parts by normalising conditions and
compare them to   is the built in boolean value true and is deeply con 
nected to the implementation of conditions in rewrite rules eliminate local
aectations by recording them in substitution  and then apply the substi 
tution and the replacement to obtain the resulting term trhsr

 Before
applying the replacement phases  and  elimination of conditional parts and
local aectations are iterated until no more condition or local aectation is
left We can express this algorithm with four rewrite rules match if elim
where elim and replace detailed below and a simple strategy match
if elim

 where elim

 replace The associated proof term is built in a
deterministic way during the computation This provides a description of the
proof closer to the actual execution in ELAN since the proof term corresponds
exactly now to the computation trace provided by the system
The notation prooft t
 
 is used to select the proof term in the sequent
  hti  ht
 
i The function nf applied to a term t computes the normal
form of t with respect to the whole set of rewrite rules R Below we describe
the rules that allow to compute an elementary rewrite step
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match   t   r  Id  Id   f 
pt
g  t    r    
where    such that lhsr  t
j
Starting with a term t and a rewrite rule r the match phase records a
position  in t and a substitution  such that lhsr  t
j
 The rule rst
builds the proof term  corresponding to the application of the rewrite
rule r labelled by  and instantiation of variables occuring in its left hand side
by values given by  rf 
pt
g is the proof term under construction The list
of subproofs issued from local aectations in this matching phase is initialised
by the empty list denoted by  
pt

where elim   
 
fg  t    r where v  t
 
     
 
 
fprooft
 
 t
  
g  t    r    fv  t
  
g 
  fv  t
 
g
where t
  
 nft
 

This rule eliminates one local aectation The rewrite rule r is transformed
by removing the local aectation v  t
 
 The second substitution  records
this local aection while the rst substitution  records the normal form of t
 
wrt the rewrite system The substitution  will be useful to instantiate the
right hand side of r in the last replace phase
Each time a local aectation is eliminated  records its initial form So
instantiating a term by  means eliminating new variables that do not occur
in the left hand side of r To achieve the construction of the proof term
associated to the application of r the proof term associated to the sequent
t
 
  t
  
denoted by prooft
 
  t
  
 is recorded in the list of subproof
terms 
if elim  
 
fg  t    r if c     
 
 
fproofc g  t    r    
if nft
 
  
This rule eliminates one condition The rewrite rule r is transformed by
removing the condition if c The application of if elim rule has only a side
eect it builds the subproof term associated to the normalisation of c
into  proofc 
replace  
 
fg  t    r     
 t
 
fg

 trhsr

   r  Id  Id
At this stage of the calculus the substitution  is able to instantiate each
variable of the right hand side of r by a ground term The replacement is
performed and produces the result term as well as the resulting proof term
Several applications of Congruence are simulated by building the proof term
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t
 
fg

describing the replacement under the appropriate context t
Soundness and completeness of this encoding is expressed in the two next
propositions whose proofs are given in Appendix
Proposition  For any application of strategy match if elim

 where
elim

 replace	 there exists a 
nite number of applications of rules Re
exivity	 Congruence	 Replacement and Transitivity building the same
sequent and associated proof term
Proposition  For any application of rules Reexivity	 Congruence	
Replacement and Transitivity	 there exists a 
nite number of applications
of the strategy match if elim

 where elim

 replace	 building the same
sequent and an equivalent associated proof term
Example  Let us consider dierent proofs of gfa  fb using the
following rules r

 a b and r

 gx x With rules Reexivity
Congruence Replacement and Transitivity applied in dierent orders
one can derive three sequents with dierent proof terms
r

fr

  gfa  fb
r

fa  gfa  fa
and gfr

 r

fb  gfa  gfb
But only the two last ones can be derived using the strategy match
if elim

 where elim

 replace Indeed this is not a problem since accord 
ing to the Parallel Move Lemma on proof terms the rst one is equivalent to
the two others
These rewrite rules match if elim where elim and replace can easily
be implemented in ELAN We give below the strategy rewrite state corre 
sponding to match if elim

 where elim

 replace and the ELAN pro 
gram corresponding to an elementary rewriting step The rules ifelim and
whereelim are calling a strategy rewrite that corresponds to the normali 
sation process with all rules in R Its implementation in ELAN is also given
below
strategy rewrite state
dont care choosematch
repeat
dont care chooseif elim where elim
endrepeat
dont care choosereplace
end of strategy
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rules for rewrite state
declare
s
t
g
d
c
a  term
v  variable
rw  rwrule
rb  rulebody
sigma  substitution
omega  list int
mc  contrainte
lab  label
pi
pi  proofterm
lpi  list proofterm
couple  pair term
proofterm
bodies
 match  s
nil
lab
rb
identitypi  
 s
omega
lab
rb
sigmapilabsigma  nil
where sigma   contrainte to substmc
where mc  matchs g  s at omega
where omega  chooseOccurence nvoccs
where g   leftrb
end
 if elim  s
omega
lab
rb if c
sigmapipi  lpi  
 s
omega
lab
rb
sigmapipi  secondcouple	lpi
if rstcoupletrue
where couplerewrite  sigmac
proofnil
end
 where elim  s
omega
lab
rb where va
sigmapipi  lpi  
 s
omega
lab
rb
sigma o v tpipi  secondcouple	lpi
where t rstcouple
where couplerewrite  sigmaa
proofnil
end
 replace  s
omega
lab
rb
sigmapipi  lpi  
 s sigmad at omega
omega
lab
rb
identitypis  pi  lpi  at sigma
where d   rightrb
if no conditional no local aectation rewrite rulerb
end
end of rules
rule rewrite for pair term
proofterm
declare
s
t  term
rs  rewrite state
rwr  rwrule
pi
pi  proofterm
body
 s
pi    t
pipi
where pi rewrite state to prooftermrs
where t  rewrite state to termrs
where rs rewrite state rewrites
rwr
where rwr listExtract elemrwrules
end of rule
strategy rewrite
repeat
dont care chooserewrite
endrepeat
end of strategy
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 Implementation
In order to provide now a suitable implementation of the representation func 
tion we propose a translation in two steps We distinguish between the repre 
sentation of meta level objects described inMod
B
 and a low level translation
mechanism which should be implemented independently from Mod
B
 So the
user can now choose hisher own representation of terms or rewrite rules in
a 	exible manner More formally we dene the representation function as
the composition 

 

where 

 T Sig
M
  V ar
M
  T Sig
B
 
  V ar
B
 
 and


 T Sig
B
 
  V ar
B
 
  T Sig
B
  V ar
B
 where Sig
B
 
 Sig
B
and V ar
B
 

V ar
B
 

encodes the translation mechanism that transforms any meta level
object into a xed low level representation here we choose a list of identi 
ers as example and 

corresponds to the transformation of this low level
representation into user dened representation described by Mod
B
 Fig 
illustrates this idea
Rules in
internal
representation
Prettyprint
 
 
Analyser
 

Prettyprint
 
  

Analyser
 
  
 
ELAN term
meta trans
list identier
base trans
list identier
Fig  Representation mechanism
The low level representation consists only in identiers a binary concate 
nation operator 	 and a constant operator nil to terminate the list Identi 
ers are built from strings of ASCII characters In the implementation it is
needed to distinguish identiers from operators 	 and nil which compels
us to introduce quotes 
Instead of giving extensively the specication of 

and 


 we illustrate
on an example what they do Then we present two considered approaches to
implement them
Example  Given a term t  T Sig
M
  V ar
M
 such that t  fa  b Its
low level representation is a term of T Sig
B
 
  V ar
B
 
 namely the list of identi 
ers op	f	f	g		a	b		nil or more precisely op	f	f	g				
An application of 

on this representation transforms it into a term t
 

T Sig
B
  V ar
B
 

op	f	f	g		a	b		nil  fab 


does the con 
verse 


fab  op	f	f	g		a	b		nil
The rst investigated approach consists in specifying 

resp 


 with
rewrite rules This amounts to describe a syntax analyser with rewrite rules
that depend on the term representation described in Mod
B
 The following
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piece of code illustrates an implementation of 

for the representation adopted
in Section  Fig 
module phi Vars
Ops
Types
op global
phi  list identier term
revphi  term list identier
endop
rules for term
declare
F  identier
L  list identier
bodies
  phi  op  	  f  	 F 	  g  	      L     	 nil   
F FOR EACH Xidentier SUCH THAT XlistExtract elemL
f phiX
 g 
end
  phi  op  	  f  	 F 	  g  	     	    	    	 nil    F
end
end of rules
rules for list identier
declare
T  term
bodies
  revphiT  
 op  	  f  	 headT 	  g  	     	
f revphiIth subtermT 	g I			arityheadT    	 nil
if arityheadT   
end
  revphiT  
 op  	  f  	 headT 	  g  	     	    	    	 nil
if arityheadT  
end
end of rules
Another solution to implement 

would be to use the Earley algorithm
implemented in ELAN to parse the low level representation Adopting this
solution means that the low level representation is no more accessible via
listidentifier and becomes an intermediate data structure immediately
translated into a term of T Sig
B
  V ar
B
 by a built in function calling the
Earley algorithm
This presentation clearly shows the two built ins 

and 


that have to
be added to get a 	exible re	ective programming environment 

cannot be
implemented with rewrite rules because it has to access to information stored
in C   structures corresponding to meta level objects This mechanism has to
be implemented in C   and to be called as a builtin in ELAN programs We
think 

is not really dicult to implement since it is just a function that
reads information in the memory Conversely 


modies the memory state
and the ELAN programs Implementing this functionality seems the most
technical and dicult task to achieve in order to get interesting re	ective
capabilities
 Conclusion
In the literature work on re	ection covers a lot of dierent approaches
Since in particular the seminal works of G odel Turing and Feferman lo 
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gicians have been mainly concerned with meta reasoning ie the ability to
analyse inference steps or proofs in a given object logic using a second layer
of logic called meta logic A meta theory can be used to describe an object
theory to derive statements about the object theory to control the search
or to talk about provability in the object theory Re	ection up and down
are two inference rules mentioned in GT to formalise switching levels and
to theoretically justify for instance the combination of object level and meta 
level proofs and search in theorem proving Logical frameworks and theorem
provers such as the systems FOL WeyGS and GETFOL GiuGT
NuPRL C
 

KC
 or ELF Pfe to cite a few are providing interest 
ing meta reasoning capabilities A survey and critique on metatheory and
re	ection in theorem proving can be found in Har
On the other hand in computer science re	ection takes its roots in univer 
sal Turing machines and functions Designers of programming languages have
been most interested as we are in this paper by achieving thanks to re	ection
an extensible and 	exible computation mechanism and the ability to read and
modify sources of programs Several re	ective languages have been designed in
functional programming Smi logic programming BK object oriented
programming Mae and rewrite system based languages KSO
There is some hope of providing metalogical foundations for re	ection
in CM
 that would unify many dierent approaches and this is the reason
why we adopted this view in our work Complementary aspects of re	ection
in ELAN are mentioned in BKK
a
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 Appendix
To improve readability we denote by sim the strategy match if elim

 where 
elim

 replace We also write    t  t
 
instead of    hti  ht
 
i
Proposition 
For any application of the strategy sim there exists a 
nite number of ap
plications of rules Re exivity Congruence Replacement and Transitivity
building the same sequent and associated proof term
Let r be a rewrite rule labelled by 
  ux u
 
x  y
if v

x  y v
 

x  y      v
j
x  y v
 
j
x  y
where   fy

 a

x     y
k
 a
k
x  y
k
g
Without loss of generality we can formulate r as
  ux u
 
x  y
if v

x  y      v
j
x  y 
where   fy

 a

x     y
k
 a
k
x  y
k
g
Let us prove Proposition 	 by induction on the depth n of the proof term
resulting from the application of the strategy sim The depth of a proof term is
dened by

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
depth 

 

  maxdepth 

depth 



deptht  

depthf 

      
n
  max
in
depth 
i


depthf

   
k


   
j
g 
 maxmax
ik
depth
i
max
ij
depth
i

I case n   Then there is no condition or local aectation in r j  k  
Applying rules match and replace on the tuple t  t ux  u
 
x Id Id
yields
t  t ux u
 
x Id Id
match
 t f 
pt
g  t  ux u
 
x  
replace
 tf 
pt
g

 tu
 
x

 ux u
 
x Id Id
Ground terms appearing in  and their associated proofs terms  are build by
Re exivity an application of Replacement builds the sequent   t
j

u
 
fx  wg Several applications of Congruence transform the sequent  
t
j
 u
 
fx  wg into t

 t  tu
 
fx  wg

 The composition of
match and replace corresponds to an application of the Transitivity deduction
rule
I case n  Then there are n embedded applications of one step rewriting in the
evaluation of conditions and local aectations in r Let us assume that we apply
the rules match m times m  j  k   where elim or if elim and then
replace on the tuple t  t r Id Id and get the result
t tf	g

 tu
 
fx  y  a  wg

 ux u
 
x  y Id Id
where 	  

   
k


   
j
is a list of proof terms 
i
and 
i
corresponding to
evaluation of conditions and local aectations in r and of depth at most n
By induction hypothesis applied to the proof terms in 	 and the associated reduc 
tions there is a nite number of applications of rules of rewriting logic that build
these proof terms and sequents An application of Replacement followed by
several applications of Congruence then build the resulting sequent and proof
term
Proposition 
For any application of rules Re exivity Congruence Replacement and
Transitivity there exists a 
nite number of applications of the strategy sim build
ing the same sequent and an equivalent associated proof term
Let prove by structural induction on proof term the expected result
Suppose that sequents involved in premises of rules Re exivity Transitivity
Congruence andReplacement can be obtained in an equivalent form by applying
sim We want to prove that for each sequent produced by one application of those
deduction rules there exists a given sequence of applications of sim that produce
an equivalent sequent

Kirchner and Moreau
I Re exivity This is trivially obtained by  application of the strategy sim
I Transitivity Let  
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be two sequents By
hypothesis there exist a nite number of applications of sim that transforms the
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By induction hypothesis equivalent sequents  
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produced by sim
Starting from the term ft
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which is a proof term equivalent to f 
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equivalence uses repeatedly axioms of Independence and Local Identities
I Replacement Given 
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An application of the match     replace sequence at the top position 
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Independence and Local Identities of Fig 
Applying the axiom Parallel Move Lemma of Fig  this proof term is equivalent
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